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(Abstract) 

The heat capacity of- methahe from 0.4 to 28°K was 

measured for both pure methane and s~mples doped with 

about 0.8% oxygen as a spin-species conversion catalyst. 

With the conversion catalyst it was possible to obt~in 

c4uilibrium with the spin system within about 30 minutes 

and to measure heat capacitie~ down to 0.4q. For pure 

methane the spin- species conversion becomes very slo\.; 

below 10°; how~ver, one can rnea~ure non-equilibrium 

heat capacities on the basis -of no change in spin-species 

composition. Entropy vilues are calculated from the 

herit c~pacities,on the basis of both fixed and equili

. brium spin- species co:ptpos it ion and co,,mpared '.:i th the 

statistical calculation for gaseous methane. The 

results agree within possible experimental error with 

the expected ~e~o ~oint entropies for the two spin 

-situations. 
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1-. Introduction 

The lo~-temperature properties of rnethbne and its 

deuterated derivatives have long b~en of interest for 

h · , · ' (1- 4) - ' d bl . I t e1r A-trans1t1ons _ associate , presuma · y, w1t 1 

the beginning of rotational disorder .. With the 

extension of measure~ents into the liquid heli~m range, 

additional complications appeared(S) in the properties 

bf methane which ~ere l~ter established as related to ,, 

interconyersion of nuclear spin species.C6 ~ 9 ) With 

tour protons and tetrahedral structure there are three 

spin specles of the following symmetry and total spin: 

A(I=2), T(I=l), E(I=O). The high~temperature distri

btition(lO) is 5 A, 9 T, 2 E. Since the lowest rotational 

st~te, J~O, is allowed only for the A species,-ihe 

equilibrium composition at 0°K will be 100% A for the 

gas and presumably also for the solid since some 

torsional motion will be allowed by quantum tunneling. 
!-

Irt contrast· to ihe behavior of ortho and para hydrogen, 

irtterconversion of spin-species in methane is rapid in 

the :gas(ll} because of degeneracies for higher states 

of different species. Interconversion_ rates decrease 

with decreasing temperature in the solid, and Colwell, 

et al, (S)- were unable to measure equil-ibrium heat 

capacities below 5°. At that point the thermal relaxa-

tion time had become several hours. 

1 



This research Has designed particularly to explore 

the thermal properties of methane,belo\v 5°K a~ \.;ell as 

to refine kno1vledge in re 1 at ed a rE'as. It was ·hoped that 

by addition of a relatively high concentration~of a 
• • l~ 

paramagnetic species, the methane ·interconversion could 

be catalyzed and equilibrium measurements extended to 

much lower temperatures. About 0.8% oxygen proved to 

be a satisfactory catalyst. Equilibrium heat capacity 

measurements revealed a stiiking peak near l°K which 
. . (12) 

has been reported briefly. 

fn.this paper we present a full report on our 

experimental measurements together with their thermo-

dynamic interpretation. Further discussion in terms 

of detailed mod~ls for the crystalline state w~ll be 

presented elsewhere. together with the details of our 
. . . 

calcurations related to the properties of oxygen in a 

methane lattice and the mechanism of the spin conversion 
.. (13-15) catalys1s. . Even for our present purposes, 

however, a brief summary of the present picture of the 
. . 

stru~ture of crystalline. methane is n~eded. 

Ja~es ~~d K~enan(l 6 ) proposed several structures 

for methane and analysed the:r:n on a classical basis ll].Ore 

appropriate for CD 4 than for CH4 . Yamamoto, Kataoka, 

and . 17 18 have published extensive series of others ' an 

papers on .the quantum statistic~l-mcchanics of methane 

in these structures. They conclude that methane .below 

the >--transition near 20°K has the "eight sublattice 

2 
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antiferrorotational structure'', which places three

fourths of the molecules in sites of D2d symmetry while 

the remaining one-fourth are in sites of Oh symmetry. 

The molecules in Oh sites will remain essentially

disordered ori~ntational~y and have rotational energy 

levels similar to those for the gas; the lowest level 

has· symmetry A; the next set of nine levels (J=l) at 

energy 12 to l5°K (estimated value of £/k) are of 

sy.mmetry T; while the 25 levels with ·J=Z include ten 

of E and fifteen of T symmetry ~nd are at energy 30 

to 45°K. With these relatively large energy separations, 

conversion preferentially to the A spin-species on 

cooling will·begin above l0°K and will be nearly complete 

below 2°K. It is primarily this process that yields 

the rather high heat capacity hear 6° obs~rved by 

Cdlwell~ et ali (S) 

The molecules on the D2d sites interlock with one 
. ' 

another, as cog wheels, and their torsional energy level 

pattern will be collapsed and distorted from that of 

the gas. ( 1'7) Kataoka, et al, have developed an inter-

molecular potential for torsional motion which appe~rs 

to fit our results very well. It yields at lowest energy 

a state of symmetry A and degeneracy 5· from sp-in. Next 

are a set of T states at about 1.9°K with total de-

generacy nine followed by a dotibly degenerate E level 

at about 2.8°K. Then there is a large energy interval 

between this array of "ground" torsional states and the 

librationally excited states above about 70°K. 



Excitation of the molecules on•Dzd. sites from the 

lo,,·estA state to the T and E statefat 1.9 and 2.8°K, 

respectively, yields the heat capacity peak nea~ 1°. 

In our earlier note we showed that riur heat capacity 

data were well fitted on this model and obtained: the 

more precise values of 1:951 and 2.89~ lor the A~T and 

A-E separations. 

The statistical theory of Yama~6to, Kataoka~ et 

al, considers thc·cooperative 11ature· of these torsional 

phenomena, and this is important at higher temperatures; 

but below 2°K it is pr6ba~ly a good approximation to 
_. ·. 

assume fixed ~nergy separations ~~ was indicated above. 

There have also been extensive in~estigations of 

1 . . . •' ( 6 - 9 ) f ·.d .. • ,· } . h nuc ear magnet1c·resonance or sol1 metnane w11c 

confirmed the inter~onVersio~ of spin spc~iei below 

l0°K. We shall relate thes'e results to our work in the 

paper to follow. . (19) 
Bloom and Morrison have reviewed 

many topics r~lated to solid ~~thahe. 

z. Experimental Methods and Apparatus 

The measurements were made in a caloiimeter designed 

for use down through the.helium -3 range to about ·0.3°K. 

It is gene~ally similar to th~t:de~~ribcd by ~i~~gold 

and Phillips~(ZO) The helium-3-cooled cryostat was 

inserted in a dewar ~ystem, _consisting of tw6 conce~tric 

glass dewars, the outer for liquid.nitrogen an~ ~he 

inner with a pumpable jacket for liquid helium-4. The 

·' 
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pumping speed was such that the temperature of the heliuR-4 

bath could. be reduced to 1.1'-'K. In aduition, the pumping 

system fo~ the helium-4 bath ~as equipped with a pres

sure regulator so that the temperature of the bath 

could be controlled between 4.2° and l.l°K. 

The calorimeter and helium-3 chamb~r were enclosed 

in a vacuum can. Thermal contact cou,ld, be .established 

between the helium-4 bath and the helium-3 chamber and 

between the helium-3 chamber and the calorimeter by air-

actuated mechanical clamps (heat switches). The helium-3 

could be cooled from l.l 0 .to 0.3°K by"reducing the vapor 

pre~sure. 

The calorimeter was mechanically suppor~ed by 

mono,filament nylon threads; also, the calorimeter was 

connected to the labbratory gas handling system by a 

thin-wall stainless steel capillary. This filling 

capillary and the electrical leads were ther~ally 

anchored to the helium~3 chamber before contacting the 

calorimeter. 

The calorimeter, shown in figure 1, was constructed 

primarily of copper. The cylindrical section has a 

length of 37 mm~ an internal diameter of 44 mm with a 

wall thickness of 1.0 mm and with an additional.thickness 

of 0_.6 mm at each reinforcing ring. The cylindrical 
' ·~: 

section and the bottom dished end were one integral 

piece of metal. The dished ends had a wall thickness 

of 1.0 mm and a depth of 12 mm. Inside the cell a 

• 
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spiral coil of 0.3 nm thick copper foil, uniformly 

spread over the v,olume of the cell,, was therm~lly 
~· 

anchored to the outer wall to improve· the thermal 

contact with a sample. MidKay be6veen ·the dished ends 

a copper screw Ka~ attached to ihe outer wall of the 

~ell·so that a·bobbin wound with a heater coil could 

b~ readily corinect~d to the. ~ilorimeter. In order to 

provide a means of attaching the thermometer to the 

cell, a piece of foil was soldere~ to the top dished 

erid. A copper rod~ 1.6 mm in ·diameter, wa~ sci~dered 

io the outside of'ihe calorimeter and was extended 

above the calorimeter to 1 ie in bet\veen the jaws of 

the mechanical heat switch. All the pieces, including 

the t~p ~ished end, were silver-soldered together; 

the interior -and exterior surfaces were gold-plated. 
. . 3 

The calorimeter had an internal volume of 79 em and 

a mass consisting of 125 gm of copper and 6 gm of other 

materials. .. 
An encapsulated, four-lead doped Ge resistance 

thermo~ete~(Zl) was attached to the calor~mete! by 

rolling the thermometer in a foil soldered to the cell 
.. 

and using General Electric 7031 v~rnish for ~hermal 
i" •• .f 

contact and mechanical stability. To ensure good thermal 

contact with the cell, each lead from the thermometer 

was connect~d to a length of fine copper wire (0.3 mm 

diameter) , \vound and varnished in place about the copper 

cooling rod. To the other end of the fine copper wires 

;. 
I 
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a free-standing coil of Pt~9% W Kire 22 (0.06 m~ diameter) 

was conne~ted for thermal isolation. These coils were. 

then connected to leads from the mea~uring circuit. 

The_Ge thermometer (Ge 782) kilS calibrated for the 

region 0.3° to 30°K on a temperature scale, de~ignated 

tn, in the laboratory o{ Professor Norman E. Phillips. 

The calibration was derived f~om a combination of 

Pt-resistance thermometry (T 55 ) behi_ee~ 15° and 30°K,, 

gas t~ermo~etry between 4.2° ~nd 26°~, the vapor-
. .. ' ,·• 

' 4 
pressure of H~ (T 58 ) between 4.2° a~d l.l°K, and 

·_", 

mag~etic ·thermom~try below 3°K with a single ctystal of 

Ce 2Mg3 (N0
3

)
12

·12H 20 (OlN). 

The heater attached to the calori~eter was con-
:' ~ 

' ' .. ~ 
: ·: ~ 

structed by non~inductively winding ~nd thermally 

anchoring with Stycast 2850GT a. given length of Pt~9% W 

wire of 0.022 mm diameter upon the heater bobbi11. The 

resistance df the heat~r. made from ap~r6ximately 4m of 

wire, was 5470 :n at 4.2°K. 

The.heat capacity of th~ empty calorimet~r·w~s-
·• 

measured several times over the temperature range of 

interest, 0.3° to 30°K. The contribution of the empty 
. ,, 

calorimeter to the total heat capac i fy was never over 

SO% and was less than 1% in the in~eresting region below 

2.5°K for the samples containing oxyg~n. 

The m~ss of calorimetric samples· was determined by 

weighing in a small pressure· vessel. C.2 3) Since methane 

has a rather high free~ihg poiht, a special ~efrigerant 



was needed for the transfer of a sample to the calori-

meter without obstruction of the fil.J.ing tube bv a ' . ,. . '·1 

frozen pl~g. Natural gas, which is ~mpure metha~e, 

served very well as this refrigerant; it was in turn 

liquified by use of liquid nitrogen. 

Our pure methane was obtained from the Pacific 

Oxygen Company with a reported purity of 99.999%: 

Analysis in a mass spectrometer showed less than 

5 ppm of o2 or other impurity. Our samples of CH4 + o2 

were intended to have about 1 mol% 0 2 . Some frattion

ation occurred in transfer to the calorimeter; hence 

each sample was analyzed by gas chromatography after 

~alorimetric measurement. Table 1 gives the size and 

composition of the samples containing oxygen. 

Some additional details concerning the apparatus 
(15)' are given e 1 se,v-here. 

Table 1. ,Samples of CH4 + o2 

Sample Mass · Sampl.e No. , 02, mol% Moles of CH4 (gm) / 

100 6.380 0.68 ,0. ,39 2 3 4 

101 7.287 0.86 .0.44656 

102 6.561 0.85 0. 40214 

103 3.358 0.80 0.20602 

104 2.671 0.87 0.16364 

* Molecular weight of CH4 : 16.041 gm/mole. 

* 

s 
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3. Experimental Measurements 

The heat capacity ineasurements_were made by the usual 

heat pulse method. Th~ effective s~rroundings of the 

calorimeter to \\hich heat ·exchange took place has the 

helium-5 cha~ber and associated structure 1J1ich ~ill be 

called the "block". In the princip~l series of measure

ments reported in tables 2 and 3 the temperature of the 

block was cont~olled by one d; another automatic tempera

ture regulator.; either a regulator o.f the vapor pressure 

of helium-3 or helium-4 or i reg~la~ed electrical heater 

yielding constant temperatufes ~bove the boiling point 

of heliu~-4. Prior to the use of these r~gulators, 

however, some measurements were m~de in which the block 

wa·s allo·wed to drift thermally~presumably at a nearly 

co~stant temperature. Since there was no accurate meas~ 

ur~ment of block temperature in these p~eliminary meas

ur~ments, their interpretation must be based entirely on 

calorimeter drift~ and is somewhat uncertain. We report 

here in table 4 only those preiiminary values that con

stitute an important· suppl~ment to the regular series 

with a regulated block temperature. ' 

Interpretation of heat exchange corrections in this 

research was complicated by the slowness of thermal 

equilibration b~iween the nuclear-spin-species conversion 

and- the lattice:.-vibration energy .. While \ie shall later 

discuss this situation for various te~perature ranges 
.: .. 

forjboth pure and oxygen-doped methane, we consider 

fir~t a general case anJ two limiting simplifications. 

9 
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·Table 2. Heat capacity of oxyg~n-doped methane 

{1 cal = 4.184 J} 

·T C(cal) 

Sample 101 

1 . .5760 .5980* 

1. 6S 57 .5605* 

1.8710 .4763* 

2.0088 .4245 

2.2451 .3795* 

2.5230 .3556* 

2.8135 .3397* 

3.1661 .3410* 

3.4410 . 34'46*. 

3.8261 .3540* 

6.9561 .756 

7.5233 .. 79 5 * 

7.7342 .824 

8.3367 . 904 * 

8.9974 1.013 

Sample 102 

.70885 1.126*' 

.76893 1.·142* 

.84133 1. f42 * 

.90087 1.106* 

.93992 1.109* 

.99886 1.071* 
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Table 2 (continued) 

Sampl~ 102 (continued) 

. 1.08840 1 .. 002 * 

.. 1.20010 ~ 904 * 

1. 29690 . 814 * 
11.43970 1~515* 

12.63920 1.879 

13.33050 2.047* 

14,.13900 2.368 

16.51030 '·3.502 

i1.29090 4.-069 

18.02460 . 4. 847 

18 . .7 2 io o ,. 6.071· 

?1.10460 .. 4.636 

21,78720 4 •. 68 5 

22.52.660 4.797" 

23.40100. 4.908 

24.38820 s. 027 ' 

25.47220 5.234 

26.65410 5".395 

Sample 103 

.45619 

.49313 '.7955* 

.50345 ~8324 

" 

.51258 .8556 

:.52364 .8911 

.53647 .9249 

11 
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Table ., (continued) ... 

Sample 103 (continued) 
: 
' .55029 .9585 

.56482 .9984 
.. 

. 58028 1. 0379 

.5~569 1.0750 

1.41940 .7237* 

1. 4 6910 .6871 

15;44560 2.9297 

15.78360 3.0926 

16.23700 3.3558 

16.80160 3.7275 

17.42920 4.2325 

18.13600 5.0637 

18.79120 6.3291 

. 19.30150 8.9500 

19.66840 13.12 

19.91820 22.22 

20.11720 24.60 

20.64420 5.1927 

21.5864-0 4.7151. 

22.66070 4.8224 

23.81110 4.9660 

25.07940 5.1890 

26.40630 5.4125 

27.76710 5.4809 
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Table 2 (continued) 

T C(cal) 

Sample 104 

.4367 3 

.43744 

.44461 

.44796 

.45327 

.46001 

.46319 

.47276 

.47427 

.48641 

.48765 

.49947 

.50281 

.51123 

.52497 

.53920 

.56771 

·. 58067 

.59560 

.62389 

.64427 

.66558 

.68774 

.70877 

. 72915 

. 603 * 

. 604 '1: 

.633 

.657 
1 . 

. 665 

. 691 

. 699 . 

. 134 

. 740 

. 779 

.780 

.81~ 

.838 

.856 

.895 

'.942' 

1. 008 

1. 039' 

1.0~2' 

1.101 

1.131 

1.169 

1.195' 

1. 200 

1. 214 

13 



Table 2 (continued) 

T C(ca1) 
.. 

Sample 104 (continued) 

.75262 

.77991 

.81133 

.84733 

.87870 

.90186· 

.92699 

.95467 

.98463 

1.01860 

1.05590 

1. 09570 

1.13890 

1.18600 

1,23960 

1. 30190 

1.37250 

1.44740 

1.52740 

6.38800 

6.87600 

7.10870 

7.5268 

7.8374 

·. 1. 217 

1. 219 

1. 205 

1.188 

1.169 

1.163 

1.142 

1.120 

1. 093 

1.066 

1.035 

.999 

.954 

.912 

.857 

.806 

.749 

.696 

.645 

.715 

.744 

.761 

.837 

.859 

14 
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Tahie ~·· (continued) 

T C(cal) 

Sample 104 (contiriued) 

8.2514 

8.6723 

9.1150 

9.6040 

.925 

.991 

1. 066 

1.143 

* These values m*K b~ slighily too small; riason given 
in text~ 

Li 



Table 3. Heat capacity of pure methane 

(1 cal = 4.184 J) 
.,. 

Non-Equilibrium Data 

T C (cal) 

Series 9 

5.9835 .178 

6.9203 .284 

8.0141 :449 

9.9042 .793 

Series ·14A 

2.1945 

2.2338 

2.3238 

. 2.4174 

2.4855 

2.5321 

2.5378 

2.6051 

2.6750 

2.7503 

2.9013 

2.9314 

3.0055. 

3.1107 

3.2046 

3:3008 

3.3997 

.00381 

.00404 

'• 00439 

.00496 

.00539 

.00555 

.00587 

.00640 

.00704 

.0'0780 

.00960 

.Ol007 

.01097 

.01259 

.01412 

.01587 

. 01834. 

16 
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Table· 3 (continued) 

Seties 14A (continued) 

T 

3.4425 " 

3.5442 

3.7191 

3.7880 

3.9253 

C(cal) 

.01848 

.02067 

.02479 

.02698 

.03036 

Series 14B · 

4.3029 

4. 5015. 

4.7078 

4.8996 

5.0945 

·5.2832 

5.4318 

5.()000 

5.7705 

5.9444 

6.1294 

6.2856 

6.4343 

6.6152 

6.7438 

6.~989 

7.1134 

7.273i 

' 
.0382 

.0463 

-.· . 0 5 59 

.0652 

.0761 

.0879 

.098R 

.1128 

.1271 

.1435 

.~62Q 

.1804 

.1997 

.2226 

.2431 

.2651 

.295~ 

.3213 

17 
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Table 3 (continued) 

Seraes 14B (continued) 

T C(cal) 

7.5524 .3607 

7.9043 .4143 . .; 

8.2415 .4717 

8.6328 .5367 

9.1080 .6273 

9.6137 .7269 

Series 14C 

4.4985 .0575 

4.5898 .0612 

5.3604 .1072 

5.6860 .1367 

7.9392 .4257 

9.8450 .7723 

Series 14D 

21.4026 4.599 

22.7433 4.738 

24.5678 4.976 

26.5792 5.295 

28.7184 5.581 
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Table 3 (continued) 

Series T C (cal) 

-,;-

Equilibrium Data 

14C 7.7669 0.801 

13 -7.9301 .855 

14C 9. 7402- 1.114 

13 9.8299 1.143 

7· 10.8742 1;305 

13 11.3526 1. 407 

7 11.9787 1.5541 

=-
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' Table 4. Additional heat capacity measurements 

for methane 

(1 cal = 4.184 J) 

.T C(ca1) 

Sample 100;. Oxygen-doped 

2.3706 0.366 ± 0.03 

3.0316 .411 ± .07 

4~2448 .371 ± . 05 

4.4105 .458 ± .09 

4.6907 .463 ± ·' .08 

5.0129 .497 ± .08 

5.3223 .555 ± .08 

5.7910 .596 ± .08 

6.2778 .633 ± .06 

6.8211 .716 ± .OS 

7.1847 .736 ± .01 

7.7809 .910 ± .06 

8.2777 .928 ± .02 

8.8695 1.009 ± .01 

9.5878 1.146 ± .01 

10.2155 1. 230 ± .02 

10.9945 1.399 ± .01 

12.1089 1.676 ± .01 

13.2824 2.002 ± .02 

14.0669 2.238 ± .03 

15.5121 2.871 ± .01 

. I 
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Table 4 (continued) 

T·. C(cal) 

Series 4 , pure methane 

15.2513. 2.486 

15.6139 2.661 

16.0344 2.847 

16.3216 2.930 

16.6564 3.154 

16.9764 3.363 

17.3723 3.611 

.t7.7299 3.922 

18.0576 4.067 

18.3962 . 4. 619 

18.7506 4.999 

18.7529 4.904 

19.2247 . 5. 8 7 7 

19.7119 7.164 

20.2213 10.511 

20.4810 52.044 . 
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Table 4 (continued) 

r· C(cal) 

Series 5 ' pure methane 

15.1314 2.365 

15.7982 2.662 

16.3325 2.946 

16.3319 2.958 

16.9308 3.305 

17.4869 3.654 

17.9209 4.032 

18.3343 4.459 

18.7540 4."976 

19.0861 5.472 

20.9891 4.522 

21.5709 4.510 

22.2748 4.592 

23.1684 4.702 



The calor imetet is assumed to reach .rapid therma 1 

equil ihr ium v:i th the 1a t t ice energy of Jhe methane. 

There remains, then, slow heat transfer with rate 

constants kB and k respectively ·with the block at s . 

temper~ture TB and the nuclear spin system at temper-

ature T . s In general the calorimeter temperature 

drift after a heating interval \vill be governed by 

the equation 

c dT . 
k (T ~ T) ks(T

5
-T) dt = q = + B B 

where tis the·time, Cis the heat capacity of the 

calorimeter plus methane lattice and ~ is the rate 

of heat flow in~o that system. 

If the heat transfer from the spin system is 

(l) 

either negligibly slow or so rapid that it has already 

attained equilibrium, the last term in equation (1) 

can be omitted and the r~main~er integiated, with TB 
•', . 

constant, to yield. 

He~e T~ is the temperature at zeio time. If the spin 

system is .in equilibrium, C includes the spin heat 

capacity~ If the exponent is small, ,this approximates 
' 

to a linegr eqbation which was found to be adequate 

in most but not all cases. 



Another simplifed case arises .if the heat cxch;;1ngc 

with the block can be neglecteJ. In this case ~c 

cannot assume T s constant; rather :it will vary, in 

accordance with hea~ transfer and the spin-rel3ted 

heat capacity Cs which can be taken to be constant for 

~ given measurement. After considerable manipulation 

one obtains 

T = 
CT +C T 

s,o s 0 + 
C+C s 

C(T -T ) 
. 0 s ,o 

C+C s 
exp(-

k (C+C )t 
s s ) ( 3). cw 

\vh e r e T i s the s p in - s y s t em temper at ur e at z e r o t i me . s,o 

·rhis equation is seen to have the same general form as 

equation (2). In either case the logarithm of the drift 

rate, log(dT/dt), dc~reases linearly with time and one 

can extrapdlate to find T
0

. But if equation (3) is 

assumed, the extrapolation also yields an unchanged spin 

temperature at zero time. 

While we have a few examples where both terms on 

the right side of equation (1) are compa~ably important 
' at some time during the after drifts, ~t did not seem 

worthwhile to attempt to lnterpret these data in terms 

of a general integration of that equation. In these 

cases· t.he heat transfer to the spin system dominated 

the early drif~s while the late drifts were well-fitted 

on the basis of a small heat transfer with the block 

after equilibration with the spin system. 



Any errors arising from energy ancl t empcra tu re 

measurements should ~ot lead to errbrs in heat capacities 

exceeding 1% which is less, in most r;egions, than the 

uncertainty arising from interpretation of the~ after 

drifts. 

Let us now turn to a discussion bf the actu~l 

results in various temperature regions~ For oxygen-

doped ~ethane we always obtain equilibrium with the 

spin system but in some cases only after about 30 

minutes.· Colwell, et al,CS) reported equilibration times 

·of several hours near 5°K for a sample containing 50 ppm 

oxygen. In all 'cases the temperature-historj-incltided 

about 10 hrs at 4.2 6 K after initial cooling with 

helium-4; also the cal0rimeter l\'as sometimes ·held :over-

night at that temperature between sets of meastirem~nts. 

For work below 1.5°K the calorimeter w~s cooled by use 

of helium'-3 and measurements followed immed:iately after' 

equilibration. 

For the first heat capacity mea~urement after rapid 

cooling there is always some additional uncertainty 

about thermal equilibration before the heat input . 

. This is especially likely to be a problem ih the region 

below 6° where equilibration is very sldw ~ith the spin 

system. The effect would be to yi~ld too 1ow a heat 

capacity since the initial spin ·energy \V'Ould be higher 

than the equilibrium value for the initial temperature. 

All measurements of this type below 6°, i.e., immediately 

preceded by cooling, are marked with an asterisk in 
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tab l e 2 . Tho s c in s c r i c s 1 0 2 b e 1 o \\. l . 0 o a r e d c [ i n i U' l y 

too low and an~ omi t.tccl from figuret- 2. It is not 

clear that others are in error, but: the entire series 

from 1. 5 to 4. 0° are subject to this error and rr:ay 
indicate too low a curve in figure 3. 

The most interesting result is the peak in the 

heat capacity near 0.8°K shown in figure 2 and co~

cerning which a preliminary report(lZ) has been 

published. Although this is a region of sloH equili-

brium the measurements are apparently reproducible 

within a single series to within ± 1%. However, as 

just discussed, lack of perfect thermal equilibration 

can lead to uncertainties somei~·hat larger than 1%. 

In the 2-10° region shown in figure 3 the hea-t 

capacity continues to show a spin-iefated contribution, 

but the lattice contribution increases rapidly and 

dominates near l0°K. The heat capacity in the 2-5° 

region is ~ather small, equilibrium is still slow, 

and the results are less accurate than below 2°. 

Between 4 ~nd 6° we have only measurements from the 

less accurate preliminary series without block regula-

tion. -The estimated uncertainty·, which is given for 

each value in table 4 £or thi~·series, is based on the 

range of reasonable interpretation~ of the after drifts. 

Several of these early points overlap the region of 

more atcurate measurement above 6°. In this range the 

agreem~nt is good enough to support the validity of 

') -.:..0 
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the results from 4 to 6°J(. The results of Col,,·ell; 

et al, (S) begin neat 5° and agree quite \vell with our 

data up.to 10°. 

We turn no\·: to the data for pure methane belo\,· 

l0°K. The behavior of pure methan~ was explored by 

cooling for 9 hr at l.l°K and then breaking the 

thermal contact (by the heat switch). The calorimeter 

tempetature r6se rapidly to 2~Q0 in 10 minutes anJ 

reached 2.3Q in an hour. After another 6 hr cooling 

at 1.1° and again breaking thermal contact, the 

calorimeter temperature again rose rapidly to 2.0° and 

approached 2.2~ after two hours. It was ~mpr~ctical 

to make heat capacity measurements in this temperature 

range because the lattice heat capacity is so small 

that the heat flow from.the spin system do1ninates the 

situation. 

Beginning at about 2. 2°K one can measure the'. 

"non -equi1 ibr iuin'.' heat capacity of the lattice sys tern 

alone by ~Xt!apolation o£ the after dr~fts ~ith 

equation (3) which considers th~ heat transfer from 

the spin system. Although th_is extrapolation removes 

the heat capacity arising from ~hange iri spih-~pecies 

composition, it does not determine. the. sp.in-s~ecies 

compos it ion or the equivalent· spin temperature'. Since 

there is at least some rotational or librational 

con tr i but ion to. the "1 at ti~e" heat ·capacity· which will 

be different for dif.ferent spin ·Specie's ,·there is some 

residual indetermihancy associated with thes~ non-equili-

brium heat capacities. 

?~ 
- I 



Figures 4 and 5 show the non-equilibrium rc~~uJ c:-:; 

for the 2-4° and 4-10° regions, respectively, to::c:thcr 

with the results of Colwell, et al.CS) The results 

of the two investigations agree reasonably v;ell :near 

2.3°K and again near 6.5°; but the data of Colw~il, 

et al, are considerably higher than ours from 3.5 to 6° 

while they are significantly lower fr6m 7.5 to l0°K. 

On the basis of the model of·Kataoka, et al,Cl?) we 

have made rough calculations of the librational heat 

capacity for various spin-species distributi6ns. This 

effect .is very small at 2°K, but r1ses rapidly for the 

T (and E) spin-species. (24) For the A spin-species 

the librational heat capacity .becomes significant only 

Befor~ the s~ries 14B measurements the sample had 

been held below 4.2°K for a very·long time while the 

series 14A measurements were made and between ~eries 

14A and 14B. On the other hand the sample had been 

heated above l8°K prior to cooling again to 4.2° for 

11 hr prior to·series 4C~ The heat capacity values in 

series 4C are a little ·larger than those in series 4B 

which would agree with a higher spin temperature (more 

species T and E) in series 4C. ':Presumably, 'if the 

sample hgd been held an even shorter time at 4.2°K, 

even higher heat capacities wouldhave been obtained. 

Hence, if Colwell, et al,CS) did not hold their sample 

as long below 4.2° as we did, they would h~ve had more 

T (and E) species remaining and their higher heat 

capacities from 3.5 to 6° are understandable. 
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In the vicinity of 6°K the rate"of spin-species 

conversion becomes Iarge eno\lgh tlnt ·the spin tempera-

turc will. not differ much from the lattice temperature 

at the beginning of a heat capacity measurement. 

Correspondingly, the extrapolation of after drifts 

becomes more uncertain. At slightly higher temperatures 

one obtains after drifts such as are ·shown on figure 6. 

There are two regions in which the log .(dT/dt) 1s 

linear in t. In the earlier period .presumably the spin 

relaxation dominates and one may apply equation {3). to 

yield the non-equilibrium heat capacity while in the 

later period one assumes spin ~quilibrium an~ that 

equation (2) may .be applied for heat transfer to the 

block to yield.an equilibrium heat capacity. There are 

five examples between 7 .. 5 and l0°K for which both . 
equilibiium and non-equilibrium heat capacities were 

derived and listed in separate sections of table 2. 

Above l0°K measurements on both pure methane· and 

29 

the ·oxygen-doped samples yield equilibriu'm heat capacities 

shown on figures 7 and 8. Our only values for pure 

methane are from preliminary series without"temperature 

regulation of the block. We report. these in· table 4 

only ~bbve l5°K where complete thermal equilibrium 

after heating is reasonably rapid. As can be seen on 

fi~ure 8 our r~sults for pure methan~ agree with those 

of,Colwell, et al, above 18°, but below that temperature 

our results are slightly lower (and our unreported 

results below 15 9 depart even further on the low side). 



Our results for oxygen- doped me thane (• .. :hi ch '''ere made 

with temper~ture regulation of the_block), arc higher 

than those from ei thcr research fo1: pure meth:ll~e by an 

amount which increases from l0°K tow~rd the trqnsitlon 

near 20°. Above the transition all results agree quite 

well. 

The A-type transition near 20°K was investigated 

in two ways in addition to the heat capacity data shown 

on figure 8 and recorded in the tables. Integral 

heating experiments were performed in which the sample 

is heated from about 19 to 21°K. The results arc given 

in Table 5 for the exact t~mperature ~nterval for each 

experiment. Also given is the integral heat converted 

to the interval 19.0 - 21.0° by use of heat capacity 

data. 

In addition the temperature was observed while 

heating through the transition and an essentially 

constant temperature was observed for an appreciable 

time. For pure methane this appar~nt temperature of 

transition was found to be 20.53°K. ·Colwell, et al,C 5) 

measured 'this temperature by heating into the transit ion 

and then measurirtg the temperature at zero heat input. 
. ·, 

They found 20. 49·o; the difference of 0. 04 o could easily 

be caused by thermal gradients in our ~xperiment. We 

shall use Colwell's value for our calculations. 

Speraridio(ZS) reported 20.55° for this transition temper-

ature in reasonable agreement with the ~ther values. 
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Table 5. Enthalpy change for the 
., 

\-transition 

(1 cal = 4.184 J) 

Temperature range 8H(Tl-+T 2) 6H(l9. 5-+21. 0°) 

Tl T· 
2 (cal/mo1e} (cal/mol c) 

Pure methane 

19.251 20.654 21.949 22.27 
.. 

18.427 20.929 27.847 22.36 

18.819 21.300 27.753 22.45 --
average 22.36 ± 0.1 

Oxygen-doped methane 

19.557 21.265 19.167 18.55 

19.417 20.778 17.627 17.84 

18.681 20.793 23.451 18.08 

18.746 20.834 23.369 18.18 

average 18.17 t 0.3 

For oxygen-doped methane we obtained 20.30~K for 

the transition temperature \vhich ·is 0.23° lower than 

that for pure methane. Also note that the heat of 

transition 6H(19-+21 °) is 4. 2 cal/mole less, whereas the 

_heat capacity below. 19° is considerably.,larger for the 

oxygen-doped sample than for pure methane. 

In this c6nnection it is -interestin~ _to note the 

results of Eucken ~nd Ve~th( 26 l for kiypton mixtures 

with methane. For a sample with 3.70 mol% Kr the 

1-transition has shifted down in temperature by 1°K 

and the heat-capacity of the mixture below the transition 
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has increased considerably as for our oxygen mixtures. 
I 

The height of the transition has, hoh·evcr, llecrcJ.sccl 

significantly from some .80 cal/dcg-~ole to under 

20 cal/deg-mole. 
;I 

For further irtcreases of the krypton 

concentration the transition shifted to lower tempera-

tures and generally broadened until the transition \\aS 

no longer detected at 32 mol% Kr. 

Thus, it seems plausible that the .introduction of 

the oxygen impurities (0.8 to 0.9 mol%) has so affected 

the intermolecular forces that the ;I.-transition has 

been shifted down in temperature and broadened. 

Since the heat capacity for pure methane and the 

oxygen-doped samples agree to within experimental 

uncertainty at 9°K ~nd 28°K, with cons{deiabl~ disparity 

betwee~ these temperatures, the changes in ~rithalpy and 

etitropy between ·go and 28°K were tomputed·and compared. 

The following results were obtained: 

CH
4 

+ 0
2 

•• 

Pure CH4 •• ~ 

84.80 ± 0.30 

84.85 ± 0.21 

4 . 3 6 8 '!'. 0 . 0 1 4 

4.341 '±' 0.005 

The enth~lpy increments are indeed nearly equal, 

but the value for the oxygen-doped samples should·have 

some contribution from ~he oxygen. As determined f~om 

the free molecule model for an additive oxygen heat 

capacity, the dissolved oxygen could possibly contribute 

as much as 0.38 cal/mole. Taking this estimate into 

account, the two values of 6H(9°~28°K) still agree to 

within 0.5%. 
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The entropy increments 1 i kehrise tally "-' i th each 

other quite closely .. In this case, the 1naximum addit i.vc 

contribution by oxygen is 0.021 cal/deg-mole for the 

free molecule model. With this correction 6S(9°~28°K) 

for the CH4 + 0 2 sample remains :slightly high~r by 

0.14%. Seemingly, despite the considerible effect of 

the dissrilved oxygen on the A-transition, the 6ver-all 
. \ . - ' . 

change iri enthalpy and entropy for the affected region 

remains the same within experimental uncertainty . 

. 4. Entropy to~pari~ons; Di~cuis{o~ 

As indica.ted in the introduction, we shall prese.nt 

here the calculations of experimental entropy differences 

based upon our experi~ental data and m~ke comparisons 

with gas~phase statistical calculations of the entropy 
.· : ; .. . '; 

and zero-point entropy values fo~ appropriate models. 

We leave to another place the discussion of our results ,. 

in relation to more detailed statistical c~lc~lations 

for the solid stat~. 

For comparison '"e recalculated the statistical 

entropy of ;nethane i_n the ideal gas s_tate using the 

usual equations (Z
7

) with. recent constants and molecular 
.·· 28 29 parameters. ' The result for 298.l5°K andl atm is 

44.51 cal/deg-mole on the prac~ical basis excluding 
. . . 

nuclear spin. This does not differ signif~cantly from 

literature values, for example_a 1944 calculation( 30) 

reported 44. SO .. Th:ls statistically <;alcul~ted entropy 

33 

for the gas remains the best value for use ln thermodynamic 
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is incrc::tsed by R £n 16 = 5. 51 cal/4_eg-molc to y'icld a 

total of 50.02. For calculations r.e)ated to thc',cxperi-

mental measurements on liquid methane a convenient set 

of conditions is 99.54°K and 246.1 Torr or 0.3238 <1tn. 

The statistical entropy without nuclear spin for these 

conditions is 37.93 cal/deg-molc. 

We shall use as ~ basis of comparison the entropy 

of the liquid at 21.0°K. The experimental data on 

solid methane above this temperature ~nd on the liquid 

34 

are uncomplicated by the peculiarities at lower temper

atures and are quite accurately known.Cl,S,ZS) Literature 

values for the heats of fusion and vaporization are given 

in table 6. There is good agreement for the heat of 

fusion. The calorimetric heat of vaporization of 

Clusitis and Frank(4b) agrees well with that calculated 

from the vapor pressure equation by the exact Clapeyron 
. . (31) .. (32) 

equation. The l1qu1d and. vapor volumes are 

accurately known; hence this calculation has high 

reliability. The equation of state of the vapor also 

yields an acturate co~rection from the ideal to the real 

gas. The equation of Pitzer and Cur1( 33 ) with paTameters 

for methane from Pope, et al,C 32 b) yields -o.os_ cal/ 
. . / . 

deg-mole while the equation of McGlashan and Potter(3Za) 

yields -0.05 3 . Other equations{ 34 , 35 ) which should 

yield a good approximation for methane confirm a value 

near -0.06 (which differs from the value -0.14 ~dopted 

without explanation by Colwell, et al. (S)) The result 

for the entropy of solid methane at 21 o is given in t<=tblc , . 
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Table 6. Heats of fusion and vaporiz:ttion for me>th:nw 

. . 
==-·=~=-~·-.:,7.-··-·=-,-"'~~'-·' -=· == 

Heat of fusion: TTP = 90.67°K 

Temperature Ran2e 

87.62 92.32' 

87.20 90. 91· 

88.70 93.44 

Clusius (1) 89.20 90.92 

90.15 91.92 

88.33 95.27 

88.71 93.49 

Average 

( o K) 

225.63 

224.72 

225.15 

2 2 5. 7 

:2 2 2. 3 

224.5 

223.3 

Heat of vaporization: T = 99~54°K, P = 246.1 torr 

Source 

Clusius and Frank( 4b) 

Calculation from vapor pressure data 

6H (cal/mole) . vap 
., 

2036 ± 2 

2037.5 

Table 7. Calculated entropy of solid methane at 21°K. 
from data at higher temperatures in cal/deg-mole 

5°-ideaL gas at 99.54°, 0.3238 atm 

Correction to ~eal gas 

Condensation 2037/99.54 

Liquid heat capacity 

Solidification 

Solid heat capacity 

S 0 solid at 21.0° (without nUclear spin) 

37.93 

. 06 

-20.46 

- 1. 21 

2.48 

-10.66 

3.06 

3S 
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.For most substances the.nuclea~-spin species 

distribution remains· unchanged cloh·n i-to the lo'.1'CSt 
.... 

temperature of heat capacity measurements; then the 

usual equations and third law ofthermodynamics yield 

an entropy value excluding nuclear spin. Use of the 

non-equilibrium heat capacities for methane (or 

extrapolation from ·above l2°K) should yield an approxi-

mation to this case for methane, but ~here are cornpli-

eating factors to be discussed. Figure 9 ~hows a 

selection of pertinent data below 20°K presented as . . 

C/T values whose integral yields the entropy. We show 

(5) . the values of Colwell et ·al, from 12 to 20° since 

we believe their data are probably better than ours in 

this range. Bel6w 10° we show our values from series 

13 and 14C together wit~ i few points from Colwell, et al. 

The entropr values corresponding to several cutves 

through this regia~ are given in table 8. 

Table 8. Entropy of methane at 19.5°K on the 

basis of frozen spin-species composition 

3.06 s21. 0 from table 7 (cal/deg-mole) 

Subtract S(trans) = 22.36/20.49 -1.09 

519.5 from data at higher temperature . 1. 97 

519.5 from "best curve" below 19.5° 1. 93 

519.5 from De bye function ce = 7 2. 8) D 
plus experimental curve above 12° 2.06 

s 19 _5 from pure methane data of this research 1. 81 
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Parenthetically we first note th0t if one had data 

only above 12 ° K, as .is typical when 1 iqu id hydro gcn is 

the. refrigerant, one would find an excellent fit hith 

the Debye function in the region 12-14° with eD == 72.8. 

Then if one adds. the Debye entropy_ at 12° to that for 

the experimental curve above 12°, the result at 19.5° 

is 2.06 which slightly exceeds the value of 1.97 calcu

lated from the statistical entropy of the gas and 

experimental data above 19.5°. This calculationyi·e.lds 

agreement to better than 0.1 cal/deg-mole which one 

would interpret as quite satisfactorr since either. the 

extrapolation: below 12° or the value· based on data at 

higher temperatures could be in error.by 0.05 and. 

possibly by 0.1 cal/deg-mole. W~ile the data then 

available ~ere slightly le~s accurate in some regions, 

the situatiori remained substantially as stated above 

until the·measurements ~ere extended into the liquid 

helium range. 

Next we note that a s.traightforward calculation 

based upon our non-eq~ilibrium heat capacities below 

l0°K and our pure-methane data above 10° yields 

s19 . 5 = 1.81 which is too small by ·0.16. Although these 

data .yield a reasonably smooth curve (not sho\\:n on 

figure 9), we believe this is_accidenta1. The higher 

values of Colwell, et al, are to be preferr~d above 10° 

because in this region our data arc not based on a 

controlled block temperature. Below 10° our experimental 

quality is excellent, but there is a variation of result 
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\\ith thermal history which indicates that the srHn

species composition ·is varying and c\:ffects the heat 

capacity. 

We show as a solid line on figure 9 our estimate 

of the true heat capacity for frozen spin-specie~ 

composition. This is based on the non-equilibrium 

data near zo but rises above the non-eqttilibrium values 

from 3 to 10° by an amount calculated from estimates 

about the spin-species composition anJ its effect on 

the libratiGnal he~t capacity calculated from the model 

of Kataoka, et al. (l?) Near 12° the heat capacity 1s 

reduced from the measured equilibrium value by an 

amount similarly calculated for change in spin-species 

composition. This la~t correction decreases rapidly 

with rising temperature. The entropy based on this 

"best curve" is 1.93 at 19.5° in good agreement with 

the value 1.97 derived from data at higher temperatures. 

There is an interesting theoretical possibility 

that the remaining entropy at 0° on th~ frozen spin 

species basis may not be exattly R ln 16. This · 

situation is discussed in an Appendix. 

It is now interesting to re-examine figure 8. 

The solid curve is our best estimate of the true hetit 

capacity with the spin-species composition fiozen at 

the high-tempe~ature pattern. The Dcbye extrapolation 

curve is too high b~low IS~ arid the fit in the 12-15° 

region is accidental since the experimental data include 

a small contribution from spin-species conversion. 
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Also sh<:)I<Jn for comra r 1 son on figure 9 is . a clashE;d curve 

for C = (canst) r 3 fitted in the 16-18° range. Actually, 
3 . • . . 

the fit to the T curve in the i6-l8° ringe is actidental 

since the ~-transition is beginnin~ to have some effect 

here. 

We turn now to consideration of the equilibrium 

heat capacity curve below l0°K includ~ng our data for 

oxygen-doped methane. For our comparison we add the 

nuclear spin entropy R 1n 16 ~ 5.509 to our earlier 

value fo~ the entropy at 21.0° obtaining 8.57 cal/deg

mole. Ai~o the expected zero point entropy on this 

basis is R in 5 = 3.198 since all of the methane will 

be conv~rted to the A spin·species with spin 1=2 and 

(1 = 21+1. 
eo a 

The various increments in this calctilation are 
' 

~hown in table 9. The extrapolation below 0.44° is 

calculated from the energy-level pattern given above 

which fits the heat c~pacity peak near 1°. Th~ entropy 

introduced in spin-species redi~tribution for the 

molecules at n2d sites is (3/4) R 1n (16/5) = 1.733. 

It ~ay be noted that this is apptoximately the entropy 

at 3°. Since the heat capacity remains· above 0. 3 cal/ 

deg-rnole at its minimum near 3°;'there is considerable 

overlap between the peak near 1° associated with th~ 

spi~-species redistribution for the methane On D2d sites 

and the high heat capacity in the 4-6° reg1on associated 

with the redistribution for that on o
1 

sites. Lattice 
. 1 

heat capacity also begins to be significant above 2°; 
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hence there is no distinct peak associated \\'l th the 

spin for the oh sites. 

Table 9. Entropy including nuclear 
spin for solid methane (in cal/deg~mole) 

0-0.44°K (Extrapolation) 

0.44 - 3:oo 

3.0 - 19.5 

19.5 - ·21.0 transition 18.17/20.30 

Zero point entropy, R ln 5 

s21.0 (sample containing 0.8% 02) 

Estimated entropi of 0 2 

Szl.O For pure ~ethane 

Szl.O From higher temperature data 

. 0.16 7 

1. 52 ± 

2.66 ± 

.895 

3.198 

8.44 

- .06 

8.38 

8.57 

. 0 5 

• OS 

The comparison with the entropy integrated from· 

our heat capacity data for oxygen-doped methane is 

shown in table 9. 

Furthermore, the oxygen impurity must contribute 

some entropy which should be subtracted from the .8 .. .44 

value in table 9. We have estimated.this correction 

(15) for the oxygen to be 0.06 t .02 which increases the 

difference shown in table 9 to 0.19 cal{deg-mole. This 

discrepancy is at the upper limit of experimental error 

for all of the increments included in table 7 as well 

as table 9 and seems improbably but not impossibly large. 

However, it is also possible that the oxygen was not 

uniformly distributed in our doped samples. Khen 

crystallized and that a small portion of the methane 
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failed to attain spin-species equilibrium at very low 

temperatures. If this last-stated situatio11 arose, it 

could ~xplain part or all of the ent;opy difference 

between the two values for s21 _0 in table 9, and in 

that case our heat capacities in the spin-species 
; 

tonversion region below ~bout 6° should be increased 

slightly. 

In conclusion, it appears that the various 

pecUliarities in the low-temperature thermal properties 

of methane are now understood in terms of spin-species 

composition which becomes f~ozen below about l0°K 

unless cataiyze~ with paramagnetic mole~ule~ such as 

oxygen. With the catalyst present the methane converts 

to species A with a zero-point entropy of R in 5. 

Without the catalyst the methane retains ~bst of its 

total nuclear spin entr6py of R !n 16. The detailed 

~hape of the spin-equilibrium heat cap~city curve, 

including the peak near l°K, is generally_consistent 

with the-model presented by Kataoka, Okoda, and 

Yarnamoto,Cl?) but we await with interest calculated 

heat capacities based on full use of their theory 

including cooperative effects. 

This resea~ch was sponsored by the Energy Research 

and Development Administration. 
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5. Appendix 

When methane is cooled hithout a spin-species conversion 

catalyst some species T and E molecules ~ill remain at 

0°K. On the assumption of the eight-sublattice anti-

ferrorotational structure as discussed h~ James and 

Keenan(l 6) and by Kataoka, et al,Cl?) the zero-point 

degenetacy is 5 for the A species and 9 for the T 

species for either the D2d or Oh sites without ambiguity. 

Also for the E species the degeneracy is clearly 2 at 

the n2d sites, but at the Oh sites the E molecules are 

expected to have a 6-fold degeneracy in their lowest 

energy level. This is shown most clearly by Nishiyama 
' (18) and Yamamoto , for a methane molecul~ in a rare gas 

lattice with sites also of Oh simmetry. Kataoka, 

1 (l 7 ) · d" ,. ·1 f l E' . et a , 1n 1cate a s1rn1 ar pattern or t1e spec1es 

at the Oh sites in solid methane. Our extrapolation 

below 2° implied by the "best curve" of figure 9 and 

table 8 relates to a state including some E molecules 

on Oh sites. If we take the high-temperature fraction 

of such molecules, (1/4) x (2/16) = 1/32, the extra 

zero-point entropy (above the R in 16 for proton spin) 

would be (1/32) R in(6/2) = 0.07 cal/deg-mole on the 

basis of the 6-fold degen~racy fbr the' E species on 

sites. This value is of the same sign and slightly 

0 h 

larger than the difference (1.97-1.93) shown in table 8, 

but the uncertainty in thes,e experimental V~lues is too 

large to make this comparison really significant. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Diagram of the calorimete~. 

Figure 2. Equilibrium heat capacity of methane (doped 

with oxygen) below 1.7°K. 

Figure 3. Eqtiilibrium heat cap~city of methane from 1 

to l0°K. Open circles are for methane 

doped with oxygen; ~olid circles for pure 

methane . 

. ·Figure 4. Non-equilibrium heat 'capacity of methane 

(wi~h frozen spin~species,composition) from 

2 to 4°K. 

Figure 5. Non-equilibrium heat capacity of methane from 
. . 

4 to l0°K; see text for discus?ion of spin.:_ 

spe~ies c6mposition for various measurements. 

Figure 6. After drifts showing two regions ,.;here 

log (~T/~t) is linear in time. 

Figure 7. Equilibrium heat capacity of m~thane from 

Figure 8. Heat capacity of methane in the region of the 

transition near 20°K. 

Figure 9. Entropy for non-equilibrium methane from 

C/T vs T plot; see text for explanation of 

various curves. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of the calorimeter. 
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r---------LEGAL NOTICE-----------, 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. 
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